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Some remarks on set theory. V. 
By P. ERDOS in Haifa (Israel) and G. FODOR in Szeged. 
Let E be an arbitrary set of power m and suppose that with every 
clement x of E there is associated a non empty subset of E. Two distinct 
elements of E, x and y, are called independent, if x(£f(y) and y$f(x). A 
subset F of E is called free if F has only one element or if F has at least 
two elements and any two of their distinct elements are independent. We 
say that the subset F of E has the property T(q, p), where q and p are 
two cardinal numbers such that q ^ m, p s m, if 
/ ' = U 7 ( * ) = q and ( J l / ( i ) n / P ) ) < V-
u-er ,r,j,<=r rdpu 
A subset C of E is called closed, if for every element x of C, / ( x ) G C . 
We assume that U/Cx) = i" and one of the following conditions hold 
•r? K 
for the sets / ( x ) : 
(A) There is a cardinal number 11 < m such that, for every x £ E, 
f{x) <n. 
(B) There is a cardinal number H < m such that, for . every pair of dis-
tinct elements x and y of E, f(x)r\fiy)<\\. 
(C) If x, y € E and x y, then f(x)czf(y) and fiy) c|=/(x). 
(D) For every x £ E, the power of the set of elements y, for which 
/ ( * ) n / 0 ' ) = r O , is smaller than nt. 
We deal in- this paper first with the following two questions. 
1. Whether or not these conditions imply the existence of subsets with 
the property 7(q, p) of E. 
2. Whether or not these conditions imply the existence of free sets of 
certain cardinalities. 
If the condition (A) is satisfied, then both questions are investigated 
v(in some cases by supposing the generalised continuum hypothesis) (see [1], 
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[2], [4]). For instance E has a free subset of power nt and a subset with the 
property 7(m, nt) (if m is the sum of n cardinal numbers smaller than in, 
the generalised continuum hypothesis is assumed). 
In the sections I, II, III a number of results is given with respect io 
the questions 1 und 2, if one of the conditions (B), (C), (D) is satisfied. 
Our most interesting unsolved problem is the following one: Let nt be 
<any cardinal, f ( x ) < nt, f { x j n f { y ) < n < m. Does there then exist a free subset 
of power m? We can only prove (without the generalised continuum hypo-
thesis) that there always exists an infinite free subset (theorem 8). Perhaps 
the most striking formulation of our unsolved problem is the case m = }$i> 
n = If ro = i<i> n = k < tfo we can prove (without the continuum hypo-
thesis) the existence of a free subset of power (theorem 6). 
Finally we deal with the following two questions: 
a) If the condition (A) is satisfied, does there exist a closed proper 
subset of E, of power nt? 
b) If the condition (A) is satisfied, do there exist two almost disjoint 
closed subsets of E, of power m? 
These questions are completely solved in section IV. _ 
Notation and definitions. Throughout this paper, the symbols F and ft 
denote the cardinal number of the set F and the ordinal number ¡3, respec-
tively. For any subset r of E let 
2fr = U / ( * ) and IJ'r= U i / (* )n /0>) ) . ,rfcr J . j g r 
For any x£E, let f ~l (x) = {y:* For any cardinal number r we denote 
by (fx the initial number of r, by r* the smallest cardinal number for which 
r is the sum of r* cardinal numbers each of which is smaller than r, by t -
the immediate predecessor of r provided that such a predecessor exists. We 
say that v is singular if t can be represented in the form v = ¿ " i v , where 
F < r, r,. < r, and regular if no such representation exists. 
We say that the sets F, and F, are almost disjoint if F,r\ F, < min (F,, F,). 
I. 
We assume in this section that the condition (B) holds on the sets 
f ( x ) and we give some results concerning to the questions 1 and 2. 
We begin by proving two lemmas. 
L e m m a 1. Let A be a set of power nt,nt s There is a sequence 
{A<){<,Am of the type <pm, of subsets of A such that 
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1 . A - L M i , 
•• 'f lit 
2. •-= m for every ; < </,„, 
3 . A,, n A,, — 1 for every r, it, v < <jpm,,« < <pm and v =j= it, 
4. A„— (J A£ = m for every a<<pm, 
t 
5. if x £ A, then there are at most two ordinal numbers v and ft, such 
that x £ A,, and x £ A,,, 
6. if U" ( X n-4,7) < in, then F < m.1) 
-M-GR II RR:|-
P r o o f . Let {Bfli..^, be a sequence of subsets of A such that Z?f = m, 
A = U Bi and B,. n Bn = 0 for every ft, r with v < rpm, u < rpm and /'4=i<- We 
i 't m 
define the sequence ¡ A ^ V(U by transfinite induction as follows: Let A0 = B„. 
Let now be an ordinal number, 0 </?<<?,„, and suppose that all sets A^r 
where 0 i < . /, have been already defined such that the conditions 
2 , 3 , 4 hold for t t , r < f i ; and cc<p. Let Ap = Bp ui*i}f<;?, where 
£ — U Ac—¡XiJ;- ¿-. It is easy to see that the conditions 1—6 are 
satisfied. 
L e m m a 2. If A is a set of power m, m > tfo. '« has immediate prede-
cessor and m: is regular, then there is a sequence {Af }i-:?>m of the type 
of subsets of A such that 
1. .4 U A s 
'Pm-
2. At = iir for every §<<p,„, 
3. A,, n -4,, < ut for every distinct v,u, v<(pm and u < <pm, 
4. A„— |J Ai --=-- nr for every a < <pm, '•a • 
5. if U (A,- nA„)<m, then / ' < m. 
r.Mgr 
P r o o f . Let [Bi)i ,fm be a sequence of subsets of <4, such that 
Bi in , .4 |J Bf and B,, n B„ = 0 for every distinct v, a < <pm. We define 
the sequence ¡A;}* ••/>„, by transfinite induction in the following manner: Let 
A»~-=B„. Let now ¡3 be an ordinal number, 0<,tf<<jrm, and suppose that all 
sets A , where have been already defined such that 2,3, and 4 
are satisfied for t < ;i\ «, v < ¡i; and a < 
') It is clear that 6 follows from 3 and 5. 
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If then we define A» ¡ n the same way as in the proof of 
lemma 1. If ¡3><p m", then let {Cf>}{. - be a wellordering of the set 
For every v < ,<? there is a e,. < <jc,u- such that Ar = C f \ Let 
A^ = B /?u{x r} r, (3,wherex,^ (A- — (J A ) — U C f \ It is easy to see that the 
i t 'iy 
-conditions 1—5 are satisfied. 
We shall now prove some negative results concerning the question 1. 
T h e o r e m l. If m is an arbitrary infinite cardinal number, n = 2, and, 
Jor every x d E,f(x) = m, then (B) does not imply the existence of a subset 
of E with the property T(in, ni). 
P r o o f . By the lemma 1 there is a sequence {£i}f< T m of subsets of 
E with the properties 1—6 in the lemma 1. Let be any wellor-
dering of E. Let now f(xz) = E( for every $<<pm. 
T h e o r e m 2. If m is a singular cardinal number and for every 
x £ E, f(x) < m, then (B) does not imply the existence of a subset of E with 
the property T(m, ni). 
P r o o f . There exist cardinal numbers m„, m 1 ; . . . , me,... ( c< « ¡ p r a . ) such 
that ni/j > ma for (j > a and m = 2 m i - Let be a sequence of 
mutually disjoint subsets of E such that E= | J£ i and E( = mj. By the lemma 
£ T,u> 
1 there is, for every c, a sequence {Et.)v ,fm_ with the properties 1—6 in 
the lemma 1. Let ^ be any wellordering of and /(xf,) = £f, for 
every § < (f m. and v < rp„l(. Obviously there is no subset of E with the 
property 7*(tn, nt). 
T h e o r e m 3. If nt > X , end nt has regular immediate predecessor, and 
jor every x £ E,f(x) = nr, then (B) does not imply the existence of a subset 
of E with the property T(m, m). 
P r o o f . Using the lemma 2, the proof is similar to the proof of 
theorem 1. 
We shall now prove a positive result concerning to question 1. 
T h e o r e m 4. If Jjx) < m, nt = Xi and it < or 2*? = for every 
ordinal number ¡3, m = , r = x«(K>1) and n < r*> ^en there exists a 
subset of E with the property T(i\t, m). 
P r o o f . Suppose that the theorem is false, i. e. if M is a subset of E 
for which M < nt, then, for every subset F of E for which ///-<=Af, the power 
of the set Z f r ' s smaller than nt. Define the sets Mp and Kp by transfinite 
induction as follows. Let M0 be a subset of E, of power less than nt, and 
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et K0 = 0. Let now £ be an ordinal number, 1 and suppose that 
all sets Mi and Ki, where have been already defined such that 
M< < m. Let N{i = {]Mi. Obviously Nj>< m. Let Kp be a subset of E such that 
t<P 
1 . f ( x ) n (E-Np) 4=0, if xí K?, 
2. n i n e t y and 
3. for every x£E—Kp there is an element y of Kp such that f(x)r\f(y) 
is not a subset of Np. 
Let 
Obviously and Mp<m. Let M = l ) M i . Clearly M < m and y A"< nt. 
Let F be the set of all sets which have one and only one common element 
with every Mi (5 < <pn). If x £ E— |J Ki, then for every § there exists an 
T«PN 
element y £ Ki such tha t / (x )n /0>f ) 4 0> >• e- Aif n / (x ) 4= 0. Thus for every 
x£E—U Ki there exists a set g(x)(:F such that g(x) £ f i x ) . Since 
i - V n 
F< ir* < m, there exists a g£F and two distinct elements x and y of E—(J Ki 
f<Tn 
such that g ^ f ( x ) and g^-fiy), which is impossible, since f(x)nfiy)<n. 
We prove now some results concerning to the question 2. 
T h e o r e m 5. / / there is an element x0 £ E for which fjxo) = in, then . 
there exists a free subset of E, of power nt. 
P r o o f . By the condition (B), for every element y £ f(xc), f ( y ) n f(x0) < ri. 
Let g(x) = f ( x ) n / ( X o ) for x€ / (x 0 ) . By the theorem V of [2] (with / (x 0 ) = S 
a n d / ( x ) = g(x) ( x£S) ) there exists a free subset of power m of E with 
respect to »(x). This subset is a free subset of E with respect to fix). 
L e m m a 3. If the condition (B) on the sets f(x) implies the existence 
of a subset of E with the property r (m, m), then the same condition implies 
the existence of a free subset of E, of power m. 
P r o o f . Let g(x)= {x}u / (x ) for every x£E. Clearly the sets g(x) 
satisfy the condition (B) for every x £ E . By the hypothesis there exists a 
subset r of E, of power nt, for which 
X r = nt and ffl < nt. 
Put G = F—Z7r. Obviously G = m. G is a free set. Indeed let x and y be 
two distinct elements of G. Then x(jj/(y), since in the opposite case: 
x € g(x) n g(y) cz which is impossible. Similarly y$f(x). 
From lemma 3, and theorem 4 we deduce 
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T h e o r e m 6. If / (3c) < m, m = and n < tfo or 2 S 0 = j^+i for every 
ordinal number ¡3, m = j,{afl, r = and n < r*, then there exists a free subset 
of G, of power m. 
T h e o r e m 7. If m is singular, f(x) < nt for every x£E and 2"a = 
for every ordinal number a, then there exists a free subset of E, of power m. 
The proof of this theorem is analogous to the proof of the second part 
of the theorem V of [2], if we use theorem 6 of this paper instead of the 
first part of theorem V of [2]. 
Now we prove the following 
L e m m a 4. Let F be an arbitrary subset of E, of power in. The con-
dition (B) on the sets f ( x ) implies the existence of an element x of F such 
that F—f'\x) = m, where f-1(x) = {y: x£f(y)}. 
P r o o f . Suppose that the lemma is false. Then there is a subset L of E, 
of power tn, such that for every x£L 
F—f-l(x)<m. 
There is no loss of generality in assuming that ¿ = £ . We consider two 
cases. First suppose that nt is regular. Let N be an arbitrary subset of E, 
of power greater than n. Since m is regular by the hypothesis, we have 
Suppose now that nt is singular. There exist regular cardinal numbers 
m0, nil. • •, tit£ ,...(!< (pm*) such that nt/j > nt0 > max (nt*, n) for ¡3 > a and 
m = Uti. 
i 'fm* 
Consider an arbitrary subset M of E, of power m0. Let M( be the set of all 
elements of M for which E—f~l(x) < ntj. Obviously 
iW = U M f -
Since nt0 is regular and m0>tn s , there exists an ordinal number §<, such 
that M(0 — nto. Obviously the power of the set 
U ^ - Z - ^ x ) ) 
is not greater than tttotn^ (cut) . Let now H=N if m is regular and H — M£0. 
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for every x£H. It follows that 
HCf(y) 
for every y £ E—(H\JK) which is impossible, because f(x)nf(y)<\\ for 
every distinct x, y£E and ~H ^ n. This contradiction proves the lemma. 
Without using the generalised continuum hypothesis we now prove 
T h e o r e m 8 . If m is an arbitrary infinite cardinal number and f(x) < m 
for every x$E, then there exists a free subset of E, of power Xo-
P r o o f . Let x,, be an element of E for which E—f-'(xo) = m and k a 
natural number, £ > 0 , and suppose that all elements x}, where 0 ^ k j < k , 
have been already defined such that the power of the set 
E, = E - \ J f ( X j ) - U f - i ( X j ) 
j<k J I: 
is equal to tn. By the lemma 4 there is an element y of £,., such that 
Ek—f-'(>»)== in. Let Xk — y. The set {x}}_,<„, is obviously free. 
II. 
We assume in this section that the sets f(x) satisfy condition (C). 
T h e o r e m 9. (C) does not imply the existence of a subset of E with 
the property 7(2, m) and it does not imply the existence of an independent 
pair. 
P r o o f . It is sufficient to consider the case where f(x) = E—{x\. 
The theorems 2 and 3 show that the additional assumption that fjx)<m 
for every x £ E does not imply the existence of a subset of E with the 
property 7 (m, nt). 
We prove now the following 
L e m m a 5. / / nt is regular, rn^Ko» Qnd / ( jc)<nt for every x£E, then 
(C) implies the existence of an element x£E such that E—f ~\x) = in. 
PjMjof . Suppose that the lemma is false. Then for every x£E, 
E—f 'l(x) < in. Let A = (J (E—f 'l(y)). Obviously A < in, because f{xj< tit 
v e /•(>) 
and in is regular. If A, then f(z)z>f(x), which contradicts the condi-
tion (C). 
T h e o r e m 10. If m is regular, in ^ Xo, and f(x)< nt for every x € E, 
then (C) implies the existence of an independent pair. 
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P r o o f . By the lemma 5, there is an element x of E such that 
È—f-\x) = m. Let y Ç E—f~l(x)—f(x). Obviously the set {x, y\ is free. 
T h e o r e m 11. If m is regular, nt ^ and f(x)tk nt for every x£E 
then (C) does not imply the existence of a free subset of power greater than 2. 
P r o o f . Let Ex and E, two mutually disjoint subsets of E, of power m, 
such that £ = £,[] E,. Let and (xi;},,,^ be wellorderings of Ex and 
£.., respectively. If x — x\ç.E\, then let 
and if x = xi;. £ Eu then let 
It is easy to see that the sets /(x) satisfy the condition (C) and there does 
not exist a free subset of power greater than 2. 
T h e o r e m 12. If m is singular and f(xj< m for every x£ E ,then 
<C) does not imply the existence of an independent pair. 
P r o o f . Let E = \r: 
v < <pm} and for every ordinal number >'<<jf ™, 
hr = ii't ' l i - a subset of type <pm> such that lim = (pm and /i„n/t,; = 0 
i<<Pm* 
for 4= /;. Let now / 0 ) = E(i'> u £ f ' where E[r) = h„ and £Î"' = \y. y g r\. 
Obviously the sets f(x) satisfy the condition (C) and does not exist an in-
dependent pair.. 
III. 
We assume in this section that on the sets /(x) the condition (D) holds. 
T h e<© r e m, 1.3. ''(D) implies• the existence of a subset with the- property 
T(nt*, 1) /'. e. there is a subset M of power nt* such that (W) if x, y and 
jc=|=y, then f(x) n / O ) = 0. 
P r o o f . Suppose the contrary. Then the power of a set with the property 
<W) is less than m*. Let N be a maximal set with respect to the property 
(W), L e. if x $ N, then there exists an element y£N such that /(x) n f(y) =j= 0. 
We define the sets N„ ia£N) as follows^ Let the element y of E—N be an 
element of Nn, if f(y) n/(fl) 4= 0- Since R < m ' there is an element b£N for 
•which Ni, ==jtt, which contradicts (D). 
T h e o r e m 14. If nt is singular and n = 3 then (D) does not imply 
thé existence of a suhset with the property T(m, 1). 
A 17 
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P r o o f . Let [EiU <'/>m. be a sequence of type q>m*, of mutually disjoint, 
subsets of E such that - . 
. E= U Es, 
Ei = mj < m and < mv for /j < v. Let {^¡},i«pa be any wellordering of 
the type (pm ,̂ of We define the sets / (x) as follows: if then 
let / ( x ) = {.xo,x'.}. Obviously the sets /(x) satisfy the condition (D), and 
does not exist a subset of E with the property 7\nt, 1). 
T h e o r e m 15. (D) implies the existence of a free subset of E, of 
power m*. 
P r o o f . We consider two cases: a) E has a subset F of power m 
such that, if x £ £ , , then /(x) = m, b) there is no such a subset of power m. 
In the case a) we prove the following 
L e m m a 6. If MczE and M < m", then E—~CT7(*) = m. 
ig ir 
P r o o f . Suppose the contrary, i.e. E has a subset M such that 
M < m® and £ — (J f (x) < in. Then there is an element y of M such that 
•cg.lf 
/ | y ) = m and f ( y ) has a subset F(y) of power m such that, if F(y), then 
f\z) = m. Since M< m', it follows from (D) that the set F(y) has an element 
Zo for which f(z„) n f(z) = 0 for everv z ^ M. Thus /(z0) c: E— U /(x) which ^ " sen is impossible because /(z0) = m. . % 
Let Ei=--{y:f(y) < m}. Further let V=E in the case a), in the 
case b) and ¡ x , . J a n y wellordering of the type cpm , of V. We define the 
sequence \y, }v.:Vm, as follows: Put y0 = xa. Let now /? be an ordinal number, 
1 and suppose that all elements yf, where have been 
already defined. Let Fp = {xv}v<v — ({^}v<?U( U f(j>v)). 
We no\y prove Fp = m. In case b) this is clear and in case a) it follows 
from lemma 6 '(M = {y,.},,.^). 
Let Dp be the set of elements y £ Fj> for which there is a v < /? such that 
3V £ f(y)- Since- , i< in*, by (D), Dp < m. It follows that Fp — Dp = m. Let yp 
be the first element of Fp—Dp. Thus the set {yv}v<v>ml, is defined. Put 
E' = {yv}v< <pm,. Clearly the set E' is free and E' = m*. 
T h e o r e m 16 . If m is singular, then the condition (D) on the sets 
/ (x) does not imply the existence of a free subset of E, of power m. 
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P r o o f . Let {££}«<?.„. be a sequence of type y>m*, of mutuaHydis-
joint subsets of E such that 
£ = U E t , 
S«PM* 
Ei = rnj < m and m, < m„ for r \ < v . Let {xî}n<Vmè be any wellordering of 
the type (pmi of E^. We define the sets f(x) as follows: if x=x\ € E, then 
let f(x) — {xl}i<r!. It is obvious that the sets f(x) satisfy (D) and there does 
not exist a free subset of E of power tn. 
IV. 
We assume in this section that the sets f(x) satisfy (A), and we give 
the solutions of questions a) and b). 
L e m m a 7. If m> Ki, and there is a regular cardinal number r for 
which Ko < n ^ r < m, then to every element x of E there corresponds a closed 
subset g(x) of E such that xÇg(x) and g(x) < v. 
P r o o f . Let x be a given element of E and 
{x}uf(x) = Eu /(£) = £,..., №-i) = 
— CO 
It is easy to see that Ek<v (k— 1 ,2 , . . . ) . Put g(x) = |J Ek. k = 1 
T h e o r e m 17. If there exists a regular cardinal number r such that 
Ko < n ^ r < m, then (A) implies the existence of a closed proper subset of E, 
of power nt. 
P r o o f . By lemma^7 to every x £ E there corresponds a closed subset 
g(x) of E such that g(x) < r. By a lemma of [3] (see p. 55) there is a 
subset E of £ for which F — m and 
E~ U g(x) 4 0 . 
Since U ¿-(x) is obviously closed, the theorem is proved. 
T h e o r e m 18. If m > Ko» nt" is singular and n = nr , then (A) does 
not imply the existence of a closed proper subset of E, of power m. 
P r o o f . Let {Efi}f<q>m be a sequence of Jhe type <pm, of mutually 
disjoint subsets of E such that E= U Ep and £> = nr(/?< <pm). Further let 
fKVm 
{xa }a«pm be a wellordering of the type <pm- of Ep. We define the sets 
f(x) as follows: Let {a.v}v<vim^. be a set of type <P(m-)* of ordinal numbers 
such that lim a v = <pm-. if /? > 0, then let Hp be a one to one mapping of 
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the set {x^}« :?>,n- onto the set {x£''}2i Since the powers of both sets are 
equal to nr there is such a mapping. If x = x«' £ Ef, then let 
/ (x) = EV U ET U EP 
where £f> = i x f } Y < „ , E? = {xi~]v<Hm-)t, further E? = 0 , if / î = 0 and 
EP = {Hp(x)} if fi>0. 
CO 
Obviously f(x)< tt for every xÇE. If g(x) = U Ek, where = / ( x ) 
A—1 
and Ek=f(Eu-\) for k> 1, then by the definition of / (x) , for x = xjf', 
g ( x Q = > U W V , ^ - . 
It follows that E does not have a closed proper subset of power 111. 
T h e o r e m 19. If there exists a regular cardinal number v such that 
< n á r < nt, then (A) implies the existence of two almost disjoint closed 
subsets of E, of power in. If lit (=j= is the sum of it cardinal numbers, 
each of which is smaller than it, we assume the generalised continuum 
hypothesis. 
P r o o f . By the lemma 7 to every x£E there corresponds a closed 
subset g(x) of E such that g(x)< v. By the theorems 1, 6, and 8 of [4], 
there is a subset V of power nt of E, for which 
n<'r < m and 
Let r = l\ U r, such that T, n r, = 0 and r, = ñ = m. Let = U g (x) and 
= e r, 
E,— U g(x). Obviously E, and E2 are almost disjoint closed sets of power m. 
rgr . 
T h e o r e m 20. If nt > x<>> nt" is singular and n = nr, then (A) does 
not imply the existence of two almost disjoint closed subsets of E, of power m. 
This follows from the proof of Theorem 18. 
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